Attributed network embedding aims to learn lowdimensional vector representations for nodes in a network, where each node contains rich attributes/features describing node content. Because network topology structure and node attributes often exhibit high correlation, incorporating node attribute proximity into network embedding is beneficial for learning good vector representations. In reality, large-scale networks often have incomplete/missing node content or linkages, yet existing attributed network embedding algorithms all operate under the assumption that networks are complete. Thus, their performance is vulnerable to missing data and suffers from poor scalability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network embedding, also known as network representation learning, aims to embed each node of a network into a lowdimensional vector space, by preserving network structure and other side information. As a result, network analytical tasks can be easily conducted by applying machine learning techniques to the new vector space. Due to the increasing popularity of networked applications, such as social networks, real-world networks are often of large scale, containing a large number of nodes, links, and high-dimensional content features. These challenges have motivated the development of many network embedding solutions in the field.
Two main streams of network embedding algorithms include (1) structure preserving network embedding methods, e.g., DeepWalk [1] , LINE [2] , node2vec [3] , that preserve only network structure, and (2) attributed network embedding methods, e.g., TADW [4] , HSCA [5] , MVC-DNE [6] , that augment network structure with node attributes. Because structure preserving network embedding methods only utilize network topology structure, they have shown to be inferior to attributed network embedding methods which combine both node content and structure information for embedding learning. Meanwhile, while existing attributed network embedding methods can leverage node content, they often assume the input networks are complete and cannot handle missing data. In addition, they suffer from poor scalability due to high computational cost. In summary, two major drawbacks of the existing attributed network embedding methods include: Vulnerable to missing data: Real-world networks are often incomplete with missing edges and/or missing node content features [7] , due to various reasons. First, privacy or legal restrictions make sensitive information on node attributes or part of connections among nodes inaccessible. Second, networks have too large size, making it prohibitively expensive or even impossible to directly acquire complete networks. Instead, a common practice is to obtain a smaller sample of large networks for analysis. The sampled network inevitably contains lots of missing nodes and links. Third, networks are dynamic in nature, and thus newly joined nodes often have very few links or content features. All these aspects result in noisy and incomplete networks. Although research has shown that jointly exploiting network structure and node attributes can enhance the embedding performance, existing attributed network embedding algorithms require node attributes to be all complete. When nodes in networks have no attributes or important dimensions of attributes are unobservable, existing methods are vulnerable to such missing data. Poor scalability: Most attributed network embedding algorithms rely on matrix factorization (e.g., TADW [4] , HSCA [5] ) or deep neural networks (e.g., MVC-DNE [6] ) to fuse the information on network structure and node attributes towards learning a better joint representation. The matrix factorization or deep neural networks require high computational cost, where the time complexity is at least quadratic to the number of nodes, preventing them from scaling to large-scale networks with a large number of nodes and high-dimensional node features. Thus, there is a strong demand for developing efficient and effective network embedding algorithms.
The above observations motivate our research to find a better network representation that is not only robust to missing data in networks, but also scalable to large-scale networks.
In this paper, we propose a new attributed network embedding algorithm, called SINE, that provides a probabilistic formulation that 1) models pairs of node and context relationships to capture broader structural dependency in random walks; 2) models pairs of node and attribute relationships to make the best of available node content information. Different from existing attributed network embedding algorithms, SINE provides a flexible way to leverage useful information and diminish the negative impacts on the learned embedding representation, caused by the existence of missing data on network structure and/or node attributes. We derive an online optimization strategy based on stochastic gradient descent, which enables SINE with high learning efficiency and the ability to scale up to large networks. We evaluate the efficacy and efficiency of SINE on real-world networks in various tasks, including node classification, clustering, and link prediction. As compared with the state-of-the-art baselines, SINE is demonstrated to be robust to missing links and node attributes, but also scalable to large-scale networks.
The main contribution of this paper is threefold:
• We advance the existing attributed network embedding learning to a realistic missing data setting, allowing embedding leaning to be highly efficient and accurate for real-world networks. • We propose a scalable and efficient algorithm to combine network structure and node attributes to learn a joint embedding representation, thereby diminishing negative impacts of missing information. • We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method under different missing data settings, showing its superior performance to the state-of-the-art baselines. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews previous work related to network embedding and incomplete network analysis. The problem definition and preliminaries directly related to our formulation are given in Section III, followed by the proposed algorithm described in Section IV. Experiments and discussions are presented in Section V, and we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Network Embedding
Existing research on unsupervised network embedding can be divided into two categories [8] : structure preserving network embedding algorithms that only leverage network structure to learn node embeddings, and attributed network embedding algorithms that couple network structure with node attributes for more effective network embedding.
1) Structure Preserving Network Embedding: Inspired by Skip-Gram [9] , DeepWalk [1] learns node representations by preserving the similarity between nodes sharing similar contexts. Random walks are adopted by DeepWalk to obtain node contexts. node2vec [3] (a variant of DeepWalk) exploits biased random walks to capture more flexible structural contexts. LINE [2] learns node embeddings by directly modeling the first-order proximity (the proximity between connect nodes) and the second-order proximity (the proximity between nodes sharing direct neighbors). GraRep [10] steps further to consider high-order proximities by modeling the relations between nodes and their k-step neighbors. M-NMF [11] complements the local structural proximity with community structure to learn community preserving node representations. Deep learning techniques are also adopted to learn deep, non-linear node representations. DNGR [12] employs stacked denoising autoencoder [13] to learn deep low-dimensional node embeddings. SDNE [14] designs a semi-supervised autoencoder to learn node representations that preserve the first-order and second-order proximity.
These algorithms leverage only network structure to learn node representations, while ignoring node content information. In situations where the links are sparse, these algorithms fail to produce satisfactory results.
2) Attributed Network Embedding: TADW [4] incorporates node text features into network embedding through inductive matrix factorization [15] . HSCA [5] enhances TADW through enforcing the first-order proximity in the embedding space. pRBM [16] constructs node representations from node attributes with Restricted Boltzmann Machine [17] , and simultaneously preserves the similarity between connected nodes. To deal with social networks with noisy user profile features, UPP-SNE [18] learns node representations by performing a structure-aware non-linear mapping on user profile features. CANE [19] learns context-aware node embeddings from node attributes via the mutual attention mechanism. MVC-DNE [6] adopts deep multi-view learning to learn node representations that encode network structure and node content features. GraphSAGE [20] infers node representations inductively from node content features through neighborhood feature aggregation. AANE [21] learns node representations by finding a low-dimensional content feature subspace, where the distance between connected nodes is penalized.
The above attributed network embedding methods assume that networks are complete. When missing data is present in the networks, especially on node attributes, their performance deteriorates dramatically, because they lack the ability to handle missing data. In addition, because these methods are mostly based on matrix factorization and deep learning techniques, most of them also suffer from poor scalability. In contrast, our work proposes an effective and efficient way to learn node embeddings robust to missing data.
B. Incomplete Graph Mining
Missing data is very common in networks, but few research has investigated incomplete network mining. It is well recognized that, if missing data is simply ignored, network analysis results will be severely skewed. Therefore, research efforts have been put on missing data imputation before network analysis is performed. [22] studies the network completion problem, where the focus is to learn a probabilistic model that fits the observed part of a network, and then uses the model to infer missing nodes and links of the network. More specifically, [23] addresses the problem of recovering the missing infections and the source nodes of an epidemic from sampled snapshots of large graphs. The notion of graph identification is introduced in [24] , which aims to infer a cleaned output network from a noisy, incomplete input graph. [25] studies the effects of non-random missing data on common network measures such as centrality, homophily, topology and centralization. However, very little attention has been put on investigating network embedding and developing robust algorithms for large-scale incomplete networks.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES
A. Problem Definition
Assume an incomplete network G = (V, E, A, X, Ω) is given, where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of observed edges, and A is the set of node attributes. X ∈ R |V|×|A| is node feature matrix, with each observed element X ij 0 indicates the occurrence times/weights of attribute a j ∈ A at node v i ∈ V, and Ω ∈ {0, 1} |V|×|A| indicates whether the node attribute value X ij is observed, with Ω ij = 1 for observed X ij and Ω ij = 0 for unobserved X ij . For networks with attributes taking continuous values, discretization can be applied to convert the continuous attributes to discrete ones. The objective of incomplete network embedding is to leverage incomplete information in E and X to learn a mapping
|V|, and (2) informative for the downstream tasks, such as node classification, node clustering and link prediction, etc.
B. DeepWalk
The Skip-Gram model [9] learns word representations by capturing the semantic similarity between words sharing similar contexts. DeepWalk generalizes the idea of Skip-Gram from word representation learning to network embedding, by using random walks to collect node contexts. Given a truncated random walk with length L, {v r1 , v r2 , · · · , v ri , · · · v rL }, DeepWalk learns representation Φ(v ri ) for node v ri by using it to predict its context nodes, which is achieved by solving the following optimization problem,
where {v ri−t , · · · , v ri+t } \ v ri are the context nodes of v ri within t window size. By making conditional independence assumption, the prob-
Following [18] , considering all the generated random walks, the overall optimization problem of DeepWalk can be reformulated as
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One-hot Representation the position corresponding to vi Fig. 1 . The model architecture of SINE. For each node v i , SINE learns its representation by using it to predict its context node v j and its observable attribute a j so that nodes sharing similar context nodes or similar observed attributes are embedded closely in the new vector space. In this way, the incomplete structure and node attribute information is utilized flexibly to learn informative node representations.
where n(v i , v j ) is the total occurrence times of v j as v i 's context nodes across all generated random walks within t window size. The overall optimization problem can be solved by stochastically sampling a node context pair (v i , v j ) and minimizing the following partial objective:
IV. SINE: SCALABLE INCOMPLETE NETWORK EMBEDDING
A. Model Architecture
Inspired by DeepWalk [1] , SINE encodes network structure into node embeddings by allowing nodes sharing similar context nodes to have similar representations. This is achieved by minimizing the DeepWalk partial objective in Eq. (4) for each node context pair (v i , v j ) collected from random walks.
In addition to topology structure, we also wish that nodes sharing similar attributes should be close in the new vector space. Following the mechanism of Skip-Gram [9] , we make the learned node representations respect this property by using node v i to predict its co-occurring attribute a j for each observed node attribute co-occurrence pair (v i , a j ). This is achieved by minimizing the following objective:
As shown in Fig. 1 , the learning framework of SINE is a three-layer neural network: the first layer is the onehot representation for each node v i , the hidden layer is the node representation Φ(v i ) ∈ R d constructed by a linear transformation from the input layer with weight matrix W in ∈ R |V|×d , the output layer is the softmax conditional probability P(v j |v i ) and P(a j |v i ), for each node v j and each attribute a j , aggregated from the hidden layer with weight matrix W out,s ∈ R d×|V| and W out,a ∈ R d×|A| , respectively.
Given the one-hot representation p
where w in i is the transpose of the i-th row of W in ∈ R |V|×d (the weight matrix from the input layer to the hidden layer).
In the output layer, for node context pair (v i , v j ), the probability P(v j |v i ) is modeled by the softmax signal:
where w out,s j is the j-th column of W out,s ∈ R d×|V| (the weight matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer for predicting node context).
Similarly, for the node attribute co-occurrence pair (v i , a j ), the probability P(a j |v i ) is modeled by
where w out,a j is the j-th column of W out,a ∈ R d×|A| (the weight matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer for predicting node attribute).
By aggravating the structure preserving objective in Eq. (4) and the node attribute preserving objective in Eq. (5), node representations Φ(·) that well preserve the available structure and node content information, can be learned by solving the following overall optimization problem:
where
where α 1 and α 2 are the trade-off parameters that balance the structure preserving objective and the node content preserving objective. They are set as
In Eq. (10), we only concern about the non-zero values of n(v i , v j ) and Ω ij X ij , i.e., the node context pairs collected from observed links and the observed node attribute cooccurrence pairs, whose number is much smaller than |V|×|V| and |V| × |A|, respectively. In this way, the available network structure and node content information can be fully utilized, and the negative impacts of missing information is diminished.
B. Model Optimization
We solve the overall optimization problem in Eq. (9) by minimizing the partial objective in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) alternately with stochastic gradient descent by sampling a node context pair (v i , v j ) or a node attribute co-occurrence pair (v i , a j ) at each iteration, according to the distribution of n(v i , v j ), and Ω ij X ij , respectively.
For the sampled node context pair (v i , v j ), negative sampling is used to speed up training. Thus, the partial objective O s ij in Eq. (4) can be reformulates as
where V neg is the set of sampled negative nodes. The parameters are updated by gradient descent:
where η is the learning rate. The gradients are calculated as follows
Similarly, for each sampled node attribute co-occurrence pair (v i , a j ), by adopting negative sampling, the partial objective O a ij in Eq. (5) is approximated by
where A neg is the set of sampled negative attributes. The parameters are updated as
Algorithm 1 SINE: Scalable Incomplete Network Embedding Input:
draw a random number r ∈ (0, 1); 5: if r 0.5 then 6:
(v i , v j ) ← sample a node context pair according to the distribution of n(v i , v j );
7:
V neg ← draw K negative nodes; 8: (v i , a j ) ← sample a node attribute pair according to the distribution of Ω ij X ij ;
11:
A neg ← draw K negative attributes; 12: (W in , W out,a )
← update parameters with (v i , a j , A neg ) and Eq. (15); 13: end if 14: until maximum number of iterations expire; 15: construct node representation Φ(·) with W in and Eq. (6); 16: return Φ(·);
The gradients are calculated as follows
Algorithm 1 gives the major procedure of the proposed SINE algorithm. At step 1, SINE starts random walks with length L at each node for γ times, and at step 2, counts the frequency of node context pairs n(v i , v j ) within t window size. At step 3-14, SINE updates the parameters with stochastic gradient descent. At each iteration, SINE samples a random switch variable r ∈ (0, 1) to determine whether the structure preserving objective or the node attribute preserving objective is to be minimized, with a threshold of 0.5. To sample node context pair and node attribute pair, the alias table method [26] is used, which takes only O(1) time. After the iteration is finished, node representations Φ(·) are constructed with W in and Eq. (6) .
The time complexity of SINE only relies on the maximum number of iterations and the dimension of learned node representations d. The maximum number of iterations is at the scale of O(max(nnz(Ω ij X ij ), |V|)), where nnz(Ω ij X ij ) is the number of non-zero values of Ω ij X ij , i.e., the number of observed node attribute co-occurrence pairs, and |V| indicates the scale of node context pairs collected from random walks. Thus, SINE has an overall time complexity of O(d · max(nnz(Ω ij X ij ), |V|)), ensuring its good scalability.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present experimental results on realworld networks to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed SINE algorithm in learning informative node representations for incomplete networks. For all networks, the link direction is ignored. The statistics of these networks are summarized in Table I .
A. Benchmark Networks
B. Baseline Methods
We compare SINE with the following baseline methods: DeepWalk [1] / node2vec [3] : node2vec is equivalent to DeepWalk under the default setting p = 1 and q = 1. They learn node representations by preserving the similarity between nodes sharing similar contexts in random walks.
LINE-1 [2]
: LINE-1 denotes the version of LINE that learns node representations by modeling the first-order proximity. LINE-2 [2]: LINE-2 is the version of LINE that preserves the second-order proximity. SDNE [14] : SDNE uses a semi-supervised autoencoder to learn deep node representations that preserve both the firstorder and second-order proximity. Attribute: This baseline learns node representations from only node attributes with the SINE learning framework. TADW [4] : TADW incorporates node content features into DeepWalk's network representation learning paradigm via inductive matrix factorization [15] . HSCA 
C. Experimental Settings
For DeepWalk, UPP-SNE and SINE, we set the length of random walks L = 100, the number of random walks starting from each node γ = 40, and the window size t = 10.
For fair comparison, DeepWalk and UPP-SNE are trained using the same strategy with SINE: we first collect node context pairs, and then update parameters with stochastic gradient descent by sampling a node context pair at each iteration. Negative sampling is adopted by DeepWalk, LINE-1, LINE-2, UPP-SNE, Attribute, and SINE, where the number of negative samples K is set to 5 uniformly. For the 6 stochastic gradient descent based algorithms, the maximum number of iterations I is set to 100 million on Cora, Citeseer and DBLP(Subgraph), and 1 billion on DBLP(Full), and the learning rate η decreases from the starting value η 0 = 0.025 to η τ = η 0 (1 − τ /I) after every 10,000 iterations, with τ being the number of elapsed iterations. Parameters of TADW and HSCA are set to their default values. For SDNE, its hyperparameters α and ν are set to 0.01, and β is set to 10. The number of neurons at each layer is set to 2708-256, 3312-256, and 18,448-1,024-256 on Cora, Citeseer, and DBLP(Subgraph), respectively. For MVC-DNE, on Cora, Citeseer, and DBLP(Subgraph), the number of neurons at each layer in structure view is respectively set to 2708-128, 3312-128, and 18,448-512-128, and the number of neurons at each layer in node attribute view is set to 1,433-128, 3,703-128, and 5,959-128. For SDNE and MVC-DNE, 500 epochs are run for both pre-training and parameter fine-tuning. Other parameters of SDNE and MVC-DNE are set according to [6] . For SINE and all baseline methods, the dimension of learned node representations is set to 256.
D. Performance Comparison on Incomplete Networks
In this section, we conduct experiments to compare the performance of SINE and baseline methods on incomplete networks. To better understand the ability of different network embedding algorithms to deal with missing data, we investigate the following four research questions: To answer research questions Q1, Q2, and Q3, we compare the performance of different network embedding algorithms on Cora, Citeseer and DBLP(Subgraph) under 5 settings: (1) complete network, (2) randomly selecting 50% nodes and dropping all of their attributes (random X row missing), (3) selecting the top 50% structurally important nodes measured by degree and dropping their attributes (important X row missing), (4) missing node attributes at randomly selected 50% dimensions (random X column missing), and (5) missing node attributes at top 50% important dimensions measured by mutual information with class label (important X column missing). As the baselines of Attribute, TADW, HSCA and UPP-SNE require all nodes to have observed attributes, under settings (2) and (3), for nodes with no attributes, we fill their attribute values with the observed modes at each dimension. To compare the performance, using the learned node representations as features, we conduct multi-class node classification experiments on Cora, Citeseer and DBLP, and carry out node clustering experiments on Cora.
To answer research question Q4, we perform link prediction experiments on Cora and DBLP(Full). We randomly remove 30%, 50% and 70% links, learn node representations from the respective incomplete networks with different algorithms, and compare their performance for predicting missing links.
1) Comparison of Classification Performance: Using the learned node representations as features, we train an SVM classifier (with the LIBLINEAR implementation [27] ) on the randomly selected 50% samples, and then classify the remainder 50% samples with the learned classifier. The random training and test data split is repeated for 10 times, and averaged Micro-F 1 and Macro-F 1 values are used to evaluate the classification performance. Tables II-IV report node classification results of different network embedding algorithms on Cora, Citeseer and DBLP(Full), under the five settings: (1) complete, (2) random X row missing, (3) important X row missing, (4) random X column missing, and (5) important X column missing. For each setting, the best Micro-F 1 and Macro-F 1 values are boldfaced, and the second best performers are underlined.
By comparing column 3 with columns 4-7 in Tables II-IV, we can respond to research question Q1: when node attributes become incomplete, the performance of the existing attributed network embedding baselines (Attribute, TADW, HSCA, UPP-SNE and MVC-DNE) drops remarkably in most cases, while SINE often shows greater stability. This attributes to the flexible way that SINE leverages node attributes, making it able to best utilize observed node attributes and to diminish the negative impact caused by missing attributes.
To better understand research question Q2, we compare column 4 with column 5 in Tables II-IV. When the attributes of structurally important nodes are missing, the performance of TADW and HSCA degrades dramatically on all three datasets. Interestingly, on DBLP, the Attribute baseline experiences a performance gain. This might be due to the fact that structurally important nodes tend to have strong correlations with neighbor nodes on attribute values, resulting in information redundancy. When such redundancy is removed, Attribute achieves better classification performance. Due to the same reason, UPP-SNE and MVC-DNE share the same trends with Attribute on DBLP. However, under both settings, SINE exhibits more stable performance and outperforms all other baselines.
To answer research question Q3, we compare column 6 with column 7 in Tables II-IV. The performance of Attribute decreases dramatically when node attributes at important dimensions are missing, compared with the missing in randomly selected dimensions. Accordingly, attributed network embedding algorithms consistently experience a dramatic performance drop, to a level inferior to the only structure preserving network embedding algorithms. In this case, the remaining node attributes are of poor quality, making them deteriorate rather than complement network structure in learning network embeddings. By contrast, the performance of SINE drops less 
significantly, demonstrating its better robustness to missing node attributes. From Tables II-IV, we can conclude that SINE achieves the best overall performance under all node attribute missing settings. This not only verifies the effectiveness of SINE in handling missing node attributes, but also signifies its great potential to solve real-world applications with missing data.
2) Clustering Performance Comparison: As a complement to node classification, we also conduct node clustering experiments on Cora. We feed node representations learned by different network embedding algorithms into the K-means clustering algorithm and group them into 7 categories. To alleviate the impact caused by random initialization, we run K-means for 20 times and report averaged Accuracy and NMI [28] values. The clustering results are presented in Table  V , with the best and second performer highlighted by bold and underline respectively. Similar to node classification results, SINE achieves the best clustering performance with small variance across all node attribute missing settings.
3
) Link Prediction Performance Comparison:
To answer research question Q4, we carry out link prediction experiments on Cora and DBLP(Full). Specifically, we compare the performance of different network embedding algorithms on link prediction, when a portion of edges are missing. Following [3] , we perform link prediction using the edge features constructed from the learned node representations with the operators listed in Table VI . We randomly remove 30%, 50% and 70% of edges. To construct the test set, for each removed edge (v i , v j ), we randomly sample a negative node pair
∈ E as negative ground truth. To construct the training set, for each connected node pair (v i , v j ), we randomly sample a negative node pair (v i , v k ), with no edges between v i and v k observed in the remaining network.
SVM implemented by LIBLINEAR [27] is used to perform training and testing on edge features. Due to the memory limitation, for DBLP(Full), 5% training and test samples are randomly selected from the two original sets respectively. We also compare SINE with the common neighbor based heuristic link prediction methods, which are given in Table VII . The Area Under Curve (AUC) score is used to evaluate the link prediction performance.
Tables VIII-IX report the link prediction results on Cora and DBLP(Full), with the best performer and the second best performer highlighted by bold and underline respectively. As can be seen, on both Cora and DBLP(Full), the proposed SINE algorithm with the Hadamard operator consistently achieves the best link prediction performance with all missing edge ratios. We can also observe that, compared with attributed network embedding algorithms, the only structure preserving network embedding algorithms are more vulnerable to missing edges. As the ratio of missing edges increases, apart from the Attribute baseline, all methods experience a performance drop, while SINE retains more robust results. There are two main reasons: first, SINE uses random walks to bridge nodes with no immediate links and preserve their similarity in the learned node representations; second, SINE makes the best of the available node features to complement network structure for more effective network embedding.
E. Experiments on Parameter Sensitivity
We also conduct experiments to investigate the sensitivity of SINE to three important parameters: the maximum number of iterations I, window size t, and the dimension of learned node embeddings d. We fix any two of the three parameters and study how the performance of SINE changes by varying the remaining one in turn. Fig. 2 reports the change of Micro-F 1 values for node classification on Cora and Citeseer with regards to the three parameters, under the settings where attributes in randomly selected 50% nodes are missing (random X row missing). Here, we observe a similar trend with an increase of all three parameters: SINE performs increasingly better and stabilizes after a threshold.
F. Running Time Comparison
We evaluate the running time of different network embedding algorithms in this section. We hope this empirical evaluation can help compare the efficiency and scalability of these algorithms, though they are implemented in different programming languages, with DeepWalk, UPP-SNE and SINE in C, LINE in C++, SDNE and MVC-DNE in Python, as well as TADW and HSCA in Matlab. Fig. 3 compares the CPU running time (log-scale) of different algorithms on Cora, Citeseer, DBLP(Subgraph) and DBLP(Full). On DBLP(Full), due to its large size, only the running time of DeepWalk, LINE-1, LINE-2 and SINE is available. We can see that, SINE is much more efficient than SDNE and other attributed 
VI. CONCLUSION
Large-scale networks often contain incomplete node attributes and/or missing links, which impose significant challenges to attributed network embedding. Because missing node attributes or links result in inaccurate node similarity estimation, most existing methods are vulnerable to missing data, and minor presence of missing information may significantly deteriorate the algorithm performance. In this paper, we propose a novel scalable incomplete network embedding (SINE) method, which uses probabilistic learning of nodecontext and node-attribute relationships to tackle missing data on large-scale networks. SINE couples network node content and topology structures through a three-layer neural network, where each node learns its representation by considering context nodes and observable attributes of the node. By doing so, SINE fully minimizes the impact of missing data on the learning of node representations. A stochastic gradient descent based online algorithm is derived to ensure SINE can scale to large-scale networks. Extensive experiments and compar-isons demonstrate the effectiveness and scalability of SINE for learning network embeddings on large-scale incomplete networks.
